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How To Start An Online Business
Why should you start your own online business.
Hey friend, thank you for downloading my eBook how to start your online business this
book will explain the 4 things you need to start an online business in the next 48
minutes with little or no investment.
The world is changing we no longer have jobs for life.
We are all living longer and automation is coming hard and fast
We are all living longer and life is becoming more expensive.
Even manual labour will be a thing of the history in the future.
The jobs that pay the most money are for people who have been to university
those whose parents could a ord to send them there in the rst place but what
about the rest of us there is no longer something called a Career for us mere
mortals.
You are on this page because you have realised that the internet is the only place
that is going to let you escape the rat race.
The chances are you have been a customer of an internet business yourself in the
past.
Maybe you have bought a book or ordered a pizza online, you could be a
customer of amazon or maybe you sell on EBay but chances are you are a
customer of more than one company.
There is even more of a chance that every month, fortnight, week or day these
same companies send you an email asking you to become more engaged with
them and most likely spend more money.
Well this is internet marketing at its very best, you see my friend there are only
4 things that you need to do to start your own online business……
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Choose An Interest
This is probably the hardest one for a lot of people as not everyone has an
interest they really care passionately enough about to start an online business
around it.
It is actually quite easy to find some ideas that could interest you.
What are your hobbies or interests ?

What are you doing right now?
What was your last search on the internet for?
Did you search “make money online?” or maybe “start an online business” to get
to this website and find this eBook?
Do you like TV?

Do you watch certain niche programmes i.e. sci , horror, documentaries,you could
start an online business around that.
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Do you use Twitter, Facebook or Instagram, what groups are you part of?
What images do you like?
You can start an online business around anything that is your day to day interest.

You see how easy it is to think of ideas for your potential internet business.
Once you have your idea look for a liate programmes that match your interests
and voila you are up and running

Here are some examples below of what you could do:
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Carpentry – if you have the knowledge you could create a– Woodwork Training
Video or eBooks

Laptop repairs– if you have technical knowledge you could create a book on how
to repair laptops

Knitting – this ancient skill is not being passed down to the younger generation
like it was in the old days, maybe you know how to knit and are willing to create a
product around teaching others what you know
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Lego – How about a video on building super duper Lego structures (Honestly i bet
there is a book or product out there which shows you this)

For some deeper research I would advise you to evaluate your keywords relating
to the interest you have chosen.
By doing some research you will be able to see which keywords are more
profitable.
There are lots of amazing tools that you can use to help you do this, probably too
much for me to talk about here, but I would recommend that you start with the
google keyword tool.
Remember getting lots of traffic does not always give you better returns.
But getting lots of targeted traffic will always turn a profit at a higher conversion.
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Building A Website
Now with the advent of social media there are many people who are starting to
think that you don’t need to have a website but I still think having your own
website is important.
Think of having your own website as owning a virtual property, using facebook,
twitter or other social platform for your business is like renting a virtual property.
You own your website, you can do what you wish with it, sell what you want on it
and you are not restricted to third party rules or regulations.
If you were only using say facebook, then your business would be at the mercy of
Facebook’s rules and policies.
The best advice I can give you is to have a website and as many social pro les as
possible, see my o er at the end of the book where I show you a resource which
will help you set up all your social profiles.
As I own all my websites it means that the domain name is mine, the content is
mine the only thing that I need to worry about is my hosting which is secure and
fully covered by this company’s guarantee.
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If I built my business on Facebook and Facebook decided to close tomorrow or
crash then I wouldn’t have a business.
Building your own website does not have to be expensive, in fact most of my rst
websites were built for free by me.
Now I know I’m no graphic designer but my sites have still managed to attract a
steady rate of visitors and conversions.
You need to build a website so that the idea that you have thought of can be put
online.
Once you have your idea then build your website then you are halfway to
achieving your goal.
There are many places that you can build a website for free

Click on the image above and take a look at your options.
It is a good idea to test them all out to decide what works best for you.
For myself it was all about control, so I learnt to build my rst site in WordPress
then I expanded out from there.
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Do you know you can build a WordPress website in 30 seconds or less check out
this video

I build my own sites at the moment but i know that if i get big, i mean too big to
cope with all the work then it will be time to get somebody else to build my sites.
But the fact that i understand the mechanics of everything that goes into building
a website means i can’t be conned by some of the unscrupulous web design
companies/individuals out there.
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Attract Visitors
This is where you will need to put in some time and e ort, there is no such thing
as free website tra c, it will either cost you time or money there is no easy way
around it.
There isn’t enough time to list and explain everything you can do to attract visitors
to your site but i will put some of the main ones and list some of the other ones it
is up to you to decide what will best for you and what works best for your online
business but the most important thing is that you track what works.
SEO
This is probably the most important one in my mind, a website that has been built
with good search engine optimisation will generally appear higher up the
searches on the major search engines

Social Traffic
If your website venture consists of blogging about a product or service then it is
generally considered a good idea to promote yourself using social media.
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There are probably as many social media platforms as there are internet search
providers, but the main ones are Facebook, Twitter, Linked IN, Instagram,
Snapchat, Pinterest and Tumblr.

These are the ones I use although I’ll be honest the results vary between them so
I suggest that you test di erent methods before fully throwing cash that you can’t
afford to lose into it.
PPC – Pay Per Click
This is where you bid on a keyword in the hope that someone clicks on your ad
and goes to your webpage and hopefully spends some money or joins your list.
If done correctly PPC can generate fortunes but if you are inexperienced you could
lose more than just your profit
Below are some of the other methods that you can use to drive tra c to your
website
Ezine advertising
eBay
Paid
Forums
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Banner ads
Classifieds

Earn Revenue
Some of the links in this eBook take you to a liate o ers some of them take you
to my blog and some of them go to other resources that will help you in your
online journey.
There are numerous ways for you to earn revenue and monetise your website.
You could sell your own or other companies products.
If you sell products you could use a shopping cart platform like Shopify or Etsy to
assist you in setting up your payment facilities for your customers.
Or you could use Paypal as they also allow you to use their portal to take
payments for digital goods and services.
You could nd a company that o ers products which complement the product or
information that you have on your website and then join the company’s a liate
programme.
Some of the best places that you can go to for nding products related to your
interests are:
Commission Junction (Now called Conversant)
Linkshare (Rakuten)
ShareASale
Amazon Associates
Click 2 Sell
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Amazon
ejunkie
HOT TIP 1# : To nd a liate programmes for your chosen interest just do a
search on google bing or one of the other search engines.
Type in your product with a plus sign and then a liate or a liate program, so for
example
slippers+affiliate

You could create your own product, this is my own product that you are reading
and I used an amazing piece of cloud software called Designeer to create it.
I could have sold this eBook for a few dollars but I wanted to give it away for free
as I believe that everybody needs to know how they can get started
Once you have created your own product you could use JV partners to sell it to
their audience.
If you use some of the tra c methods listed above it will help you to get your
product in front of more people
Earning money on the internet does not have to be hard, you just need to know
where to look and what to do with the knowledge you have gained.
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This list is endless and probably deserves another eBook and I’ll do one in the
future but I guess by now you have the idea.

So there you have it 4 Things You Need To Start Your Online Business in Less
Than 48 Minutes
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Bonus Chapter
The Importance Of Tracking Your Conversions
I cannot emphasis strongly enough the importance of tracking where your tra c
is coming from, before I started tracking my hits and where they originated from,
this internet building a business thing was a pain in the butt.
How do I know if people are seeing my offers?
I didn’t without tracking.
Which traffic sources drove the most traffic to my offers?
I had no idea without tracking.
When I was nally introduced to tracking software it literally changed the game
for me and de nitely helped me to scale up, once I knew where my customers
were coming from.
Here is one example of how tracking can save you time and money.
Let’s say you have built a nice Seo ready website, you decide to promote your
landing page using the social media channels that you market on, or perhaps you
have bought some advertising space on a newsletter or opt in list.
You run your promotions on each channel, but because you have used the same
link on all of them, you are unable to tell which one worked the best.
This is why you need tracking set up on everything that you promote so you can
follow the trail back to the money.
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One of the best pieces of tracking software out there is ClickMagick.
These guys have saved me hundreds and made me thousands of dollars by
showing me where the traffic is coming from and what works best.
FINALLY.......................................
How about i give you a free cheat sheet to help you set up all your social pro les
correctly from the start.
This cheat sheet will help you with creating your pro le as well as give you some
advice on the best times to post, if you want it
Just Click Here - Social Media Cheat Sheet
So there you have it, I hope you have enjoyed my ebook and I hope that you can
come and visit me at my website you-need-a-website.net.
If not there are some further contact details below.
If you’re stuck for further ideas on what kind of website you should build or what
you should do next.
Then reach out to me at you-need-a-website.net or you can find me here at

 Twitter or Facebook 
Drop me a line, tell me what you’re struggling with, let me help you start your own
online business in the next 48 minutes.
Don’t forget to join my list, I promise not to bombard you with tripe if you opt in
and whenever I release something new, you will be the first to know.
So it’s a win, win.
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Until the next time, take care and go get started on your internet adventure

Resources
Im so happy to be able to share with you some of the resources that I use to build
and maintain my marketing online so below and in no specific order
Clickmagick – The tracking software that these guy’s o er is second to none, I can
not even begin to describe what you are able to do with it. If your interested in
taking a free test drive click the link and check it out now.
Designrr – I used to hate creating eBooks but this cloud based eBook creator
makes it such a breeze. You can only get it when it goes on general release a
couple times a year, join my newsletter and I’ll make sure you get noti ed asap
when it is back on sale
Siterubix – I built my rst wordpress on siterubix, it was free and combined with
the community at WA this product has helped me push far beyibd what I thought I
could achieve
Wealthy Affiliate – I can’t really do this place justice here, best thing I can advise is
click the link join up for free and take it for a test drive, then we can talk. lol
Jaaxy – If you think the google keyword tool is good, you ain’t seen nothing yet, for
my full review, you know the drill click the link.
Google keyword tool – the original and still the best if you like free.
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